New Full-Text Search and Digital Object Identifier (DOI) Enhance Standards Searching

More in-depth searches of ASTM standards can now be performed with a new full-text search option. Along with searching only the title and abstract of each standard, searches can now include the entire text of a standard. This new feature will enable members and customers to identify more standards that are applicable to their area of work.

Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) have been appended to each ASTM standard making citing and finding standards faster and easier. For example, if an ASTM standard is referenced in a publication, readers can click on the citation listed and be linked directly to the document summary page on the ASTM website.

Need Copyright Permission for Presentations or Course Materials?

Do you ever need to make copies of ASTM standards for use in presentations or to create course materials for instructional purposes? Simply contact Kathie Hooper, khooper@astm.org or 610/832-9634. Fast, convenient arrangements can be made to meet your needs.

The ASTM Digital Library

Get instant online access to:
- 1,200+ Special Technical Publications
- 50+ Manuals and Monographs
- 10,000+ Journal Articles
- 30,000+ Papers and Chapters
- 430,000+ Pages of Technology

See page 4 for more details or visit www.astm.org/digitallibrary.
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**Important Change for 2009**

Volume 15.08 has been reorganized as follows:

All standards on livestock, meat, and poultry evaluation systems, as well as food service equipment have moved from Volume 15.08 to NEW Volume 15.12.

**SAVE 50% Buy the ENTIRE SET!**
The entire set of the 82-volume 2009 Annual Book of ASTM Standards is available to you at a 50% DISCOUNT, a SAVINGS of ALMOST $9,000. (For more information, see page 29)

**SAVE 25% Buy the ENTIRE SECTION!**
Each section of the 2009 Annual Book of ASTM Standards is available to you at a 25% DISCOUNT. (For more information, see page 29)
New and Best Selling Titles from ASTM International

To see complete descriptions, and in some cases the table of contents and reviews, visit www.astm.org and enter the stock number at the Site Search. Most publications are also available to download immediately through the Digital Library. Visit www.astm.org/digitallibrary to download NOW!

NEW ASTM STANDARD

First Major Revision to E 2018!

ASTM Standard Guide for PCAs: Baseline Property Condition Assessment Process
This is the first major revision to ASTM E 2018, the most widely accepted guide for conducting property condition assessments (PCAs). These revisions include additional definitions, as well as clarifying and expanding several concepts.
E 2018 defines good commercial and customary practice in the U.S. for conducting a baseline PCA of improvements located on a parcel of commercial real estate by performing a walkthrough survey and conducting research as outlined within this guide.

Building Codes

New Edition!

Available in Print, DVD, and Online
ASTM Standards in Building Codes: 45th Edition
Get the tools you need to design and construct buildings that satisfy the international code requirements established by the International Code Council® (ICC). This edition includes 1,300 ASTM construction specifications, tests, and practice methods, compiled from the Annual Book of ASTM Standards.
Get the latest VERSIONS of the ASTM standards referenced by:
- The International Code Council
- National Building Code of Canada — National Research Council of Canada
- Uniform Plumbing Code and Uniform Mechanical Code — International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials
- MASTERSPEC®
- BSD SpecLink®
- NFPA3000™— Building Construction and Safety Code™
- SPECTEXT™— Master Guide Specifications

Available in 3 Formats
1. ONLINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
   - Online Basic: Individual: $1,350; Stock #: BLDGSVC-C16
     2-5 users (single site): $3,500; Stock #: BLDGSVCK-C16
     6-10 users (single site): $4,375; Stock #: BLDGSVCL-C16
   - Online Plus: Individual: $1,620; Stock #: BLDGVCVR-C16
     2-5 users (single site): $4,200; Stock #: BLDGSVCR-C16
     6-10 users (single site): $5,250; Stock #: BLDGSVCLR-C16

2. DVD
   - Individual Workstation
     Basic: $1,090; Stock #: BLDGCDU-C16
     Plus: $1,310; Stock #: BLDGCDOR-C16
   - Individual Workstation with Quarterly Updates
     Basic: $1,375; Stock #: BLDGCDUPD-C16
     Plus: $1,650; Stock #: BLDGCDUPO-C16

3. PRINTED BOOKS
   - 4-Volume Set, 8,700 Pages: (2008); 1,330+ Standards
     Soft Cover: 8.5” x 11”; Price: $948
     ISBN: 978-0-8031-6246-4; Stock #: BLDG08-C16
   - For networking pricing contact George Zajdel at gjzajdel@astm.org or (610) 832-9614.

COAL and COKE

New Edition!

Guide to ASTM Test Methods for the Analysis of Coal and Coke
Author: R. A. Kishore Nadkarni
The essential elements of all standard analytical ASTM tests used to characterize coal and coke are now available in one complete volume. This guide includes brief descriptions of 56 analytical test methods that cover the physical, chemical, and spectroscopic analytic techniques to quantitatively and qualitatively identify over 40 chemical and physical properties of coal, coke, their products, and by-products.

38 Pages (2008); Soft Cover: 8.5” x 11”; Price: $67
ISBN: 978-0-8031-7002-5; Stock #: MNL61-C16

CEMENT and CONCRETE

Cement and Concrete
STP 1494
Natural Cement
Editor: M. P. Edition
This unique resource provides the historical and technical foundations in the original uses of natural cement, and disseminates the latest information on contemporary practices and research.
324 Pages (2007); Soft Cover: 6” x 9”; Price: $94
ISBN: 978-0-8031-4323-2; Stock #: STP1494-C16

COLOR and APPEARANCE

New! Available Online Only
This new edition provides 125 ASTM standards used in appearance analysis for a variety of materials and products, such as acoustical tile, petroleum products, paints and coatings, paper, plastics, textiles, traffic marking materials, and pavement surfaces. A list of standards (titles only) is provided, plus several helpful tables of standards from TAPPI, ISO, AOAC, CIE, SAE, and CGATS.
800 Pages (2008); Soft Cover: 8.5” x 11”; Price: $220
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6246-2; Stock #: COLOR-08-C16
CD-ROM ISBN: 978-0-8031-6241-9; Stock #: COLORCD-08-C16

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY

New on CD-ROM!
ASTM Standards Related to Candles and Accessories
Get the complete set of the six ASTM candle standards and the six standards referenced in those candle standards. This new compilation also includes 16 CFR 1300.121, which details the federal prominence and placement requirements for labels.
CD-ROM (2008); Price: $82
ISBN: 978-0-8031-6233-7; Stock #: CANDLECD-08-C16

CORROSION

Completely Revised New Edition!
Available on CD-ROM Only
ASTM Standards for Corrosion Testing of Metals: 3rd Edition
This new edition provides 106 ASTM standards that relate to the corrosion testing of metals. The standards are compiled from numerous volumes of the Annual Book of ASTM Standards and were developed by 28 ASTM technical committees.
Also includes a cross-index of titles and designations of those related corrosion standards:
- 90 ASTM standards
- 21 NACE standards
- 7 SAE standards
- 50 ISO standards
ASTM Standards for Corrosion Testing of Metals is a must-have companion to ASTM Volume 03.02 on Wear and Erosion; Metal Corrosion (see page 18 for information on Volume 03.02).
CD-ROM (2008); Price: $202
ISBN: 978-0-8031-6468-0; Stock #: CORROSIONCD-08-C16
DIGITAL LIBRARY

THE ultimate online technical library!

Choose from the following offerings:

- Complete ASTM library of books, journals, and papers
- Topical Libraries
- The entire library of STPs
- The entire library of Manuals and Monographs
- The entire library of Journal articles
- Any combination of 25, 50, or 100 papers or chapters
- Individual papers, chapters, or e-books

Powerful Search Capabilities Speed Your Research Efforts

Researchers will be able to uncover the essential information they need buried within hundreds of thousands of pages, thanks to the Library’s robust full-text search. Key word and phrase searching will allow users to pinpoint papers they might never have found otherwise. The Library also allows users to perform fielded searches, such as searching for papers by the title, author, date of publication, and keywords fields.

For pricing and more details visit: www.astm.org/digitallibrary

DICTIONARY

New!
ASTM Online Dictionary of Engineering Science and Technology

Get nearly 80,000 terms and powerful interactive features in ASTM’s new online edition of the ASTM Dictionary of Engineering Science and Technology. In addition to a clear and precise explanation of all 76,000+ technical terms contained in ASTM’s 12,000+ standards, the new online edition provides you:

- Terms and definitions not commonly found in most dictionaries
- A listing of all the ASTM standards which reference each term, as well as the ASTM committee that developed the standard
- Hot-links from each standard designation to the full scope of the standard
- Hot-links from the ASTM committees to specific information on that committee
- Powerful searching tools—search by main committee, phrase, keyword, designation number, or alphabetically.

1-Year Subscription: $199; Stack #: DEFONLINE-C16

ENVIROMENT

New!
ASTM Standards for Environmental Risk Management

Four key ASTM standards cover:

- Terms and procedures for U.S. audits
- Estimating costs and liabilities for environmental matters
- Determining the conditions warranting disclosure
- Measuring compliance with environmental performance standards against established benchmarks

These standards focus on air, water, waste prevention, waste management, and toxic reduction.

50 Pages (2008); Soft Cover: 8” x 11”; Price: $85
ISBN: 978-0-8031-6248-8; Stock #: R10K08-C16

New!
STP 1503
Common Ground, Consensus Building and Continual Improvement: International Standards and Sustainable Building

Editors: A.K. Bennett, D. Meadows

Sixteen peer-reviewed papers examine current and developing sustainable building and product standards for manufacturers, designers, retailers, the general public, and government regulators.

130 Pages (2008); Soft Cover: 6” x 9”; Price: $55
ISBN: 978-0-8031-4507-8; Stock #: STP1503-C16

MASONRY

New Edition!

This new and improved edition features 104 ASTM masonry standards compiled from 3 volumes of the Annual Book of ASTM Standards. It includes specifications for mason’s lime, concrete building brick, building brick and hollow brick (clay or shale), paving brick, hollow and solid load-bearing concrete masonry units, masonry and portland cement, facing title, mortar, and prefabricated masonry panels.

580 Pages (2008); Soft Cover: 8.5” x 11”; Price: $198
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-8004-8; Stack #: MASONRY08-C16
CD-ROM ISBN: 978-0-8031-8005-5; Stock #: MASONRYCD08-C16

New!
STP 1496
Masonry

Editor: B.E. Trumble, J. H. Brisch
Thirteen peer-reviewed papers cover glazed brick cladding, masonry beams, concrete masonry walls, brick masonry, and much more.

167 Pages (2008); Soft Cover: 6” x 9”; Price: $75
ISBN: 978-0-8031-3492-8; Stock #: STP1496-C16

METALS

New Edition!
Available in Print or Online! (DS65)

Includes more than 5,000 UNS numbers, 11,800 trade names and alloy designations, and 13,300 specification cross-references.

Jointly developed by ASTM and SAE, this edition provides an overall designation system for thousands of metals and alloys in commercial use. The UNS provides a means of correlating many internationally used metal and alloy numbering systems currently administered by societies, trade associations, and individual users and producers of metals and alloys. To achieve the necessary uniformity for efficient indexing, record keeping, data storage and retrieval, and cross-referencing, this book is a MUST. The applicable specifications referenced include those from AA, ASME, ASTM, AWS, CDA, ISO, NACE, and SAE.

500 Pages (2008); Soft Cover: 8.5” x 11”; Price: $195
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-1977-3; Print Stack #: DS65-C16
Online Price: $139; Stack #: DS65OL-C16

Buy BOTH the print and online version for only $395
Stock #: DS65COMBO

FASTENERS

New!
Available in Print and CD-ROM
ASTM Standards for Mechanical Fasteners and Related Processes: 2nd Edition

Compiled from over 15 volumes of the Annual Book of ASTM Standards, this new publication provides ALL of the standards developed by ASTM Committee F16 on Fasteners, as well as all of the most commonly referenced documents.

These 150 standards cover raw materials, testing procedures, and quality assurance for use in the construction, automotive, military, railroad, shipbuilding, boiler, and pressure vessel sectors.

1,200 Pages (2008); Soft Cover: 8.5” x 11”; Price: $249
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-8002-4; Stock #: FASTENER08-C16
CD-ROM ISBN: 978-0-8031-8003-1; Stock #: FASTENERCD08-C16
The Complete Collection

A complete database of all 12,000 ASTM standards on DVD.
WITH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE ASTM STANDARDS SOURCE™ COMPLETE COLLECTION YOU RECEIVE:

- Access to full text of ASTM's 12,000 standards
- Powerful searching tools — search by word, phrase, or designation number
- Technical support service
- An option to receive quarterly updates
- Limited site license to print out standards
- Index for searching designations, titles, index terms, scopes, and reference documents for all standards
- Full-text standards in PDF

Specialized Collections

Get access to groups of ASTM standards focusing on a particular area. Each collection also includes an index to all 12,000 ASTM standards.

- BUILDING CODES / CONSTRUCTION COMBO COLLECTION
  This combined new collection includes 1,400 building code standards and 2,300 construction standards
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION
  Basic: $2,675; Stock #: BLDGCON-C16
  Plus: $3,200; Stock #: BLDGCONUPD-C16
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION WITH QUARTERLY UPDATES
  Basic: $3,975; Stock #: BLDGCONUPD-C16
  Plus: $4,500; Stock #: BLDGCONUPD-C16

- ASTM STANDARDS IN BUILDING CODES
  1,400 ASTM Standards
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION
  Basic: $1,090; Stock #: BLDGC-C16
  Plus: $1,310; Stock #: BLDGCUPD-C16
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION WITH QUARTERLY UPDATES
  Basic: $1,375; Stock #: BLDGCUPD-C16
  Plus: $1,610; Stock #: BLDGCUPD-C16
  NOW ALSO AVAILABLE ONLINE
  Online BASIC
  1 User: $1,350; Stock #: BLDGCVC-C16
  2–5 Users: $1,500; Stock #: BLDGCVCX-C16
  6–10 Users: $1,975; Stock #: BLDGCVCXL-C16
  Online PLUS
  1 User: $1,620; Stock #: BLDGCVR-C16
  2–5 Users: $4,200; Stock #: BLDGCVR-C16
  6–10 Users: $5,250; Stock #: BLDGCVRXL-C16

- CONSTRUCTION COLLECTION
  3,300 ASTM Standards
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION
  Basic: $2,130; Stock #: CONSTR-C16
  Plus: $2,555; Stock #: CONSTRUPD-C16
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION WITH QUARTERLY UPDATES
  Basic: $2,290; Stock #: CONSTRUPD-C16
  Plus: $2,740; Stock #: CONSTRUPD-C16

- DOD-REFERENCED COLLECTION
  3,100 ASTM Standards
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION
  Basic: $5,310; Stock #: DODC-C16
  Plus: $6,420; Stock #: DODCUPD-C16
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION WITH QUARTERLY UPDATES
  Basic: $5,825; Stock #: DODCUPD-C16
  Plus: $6,900; Stock #: DODCUPD-C16

- GEOTECHNICAL COLLECTION
  300+ ASTM Standards
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION
  Basic: $575; Stock #: GOTECH-C16
  Plus: $700; Stock #: GOTECHUPD-C16

- METALS COLLECTION
  2,400 ASTM Standards
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION
  Basic: $3,000; Stock #: METALS-C16
  Plus: $3,600; Stock #: METALSUPD-C16
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION WITH QUARTERLY UPDATES
  Basic: $3,600; Stock #: METALSUPD-C16
  Plus: $4,320; Stock #: METALSUPD-C16

- PAINTS, RELATED COATINGS, AND AROMATIC COLLECTION
  670+ ASTM Standards
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION
  Basic: $2,000; Stock #: PAINTS-C16
  Plus: $2,400; Stock #: PAINTSUPD-C16
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION WITH QUARTERLY UPDATES
  Basic: $2,400; Stock #: PAINTSUPD-C16
  Plus: $2,880; Stock #: PAINTSUPD-C16

- PETROCHEMICAL COLLECTION
  2,000 ASTM Standards
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION
  Basic: $2,000; Stock #: PETROCHEM-C16
  Plus: $2,500; Stock #: PETROCHEMUPD-C16

- RUBBER COLLECTION
  400 ASTM Standards
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION
  Basic: $1,000; Stock #: RUBBER-C16
  Plus: $1,200; Stock #: RUBBERUPD-C16
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION WITH QUARTERLY UPDATES
  Basic: $1,200; Stock #: RUBBERUPD-C16
  Plus: $1,440; Stock #: RUBBERUPD-C16

- TEXTILES COLLECTION
  550 ASTM Standards
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION
  Basic: $2,000; Stock #: TEXTILES-C16
  Plus: $2,400; Stock #: TEXTILESUPD-C16
  INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION WITH QUARTERLY UPDATES
  Basic: $2,400; Stock #: TEXTILESUPD-C16
  Plus: $2,880; Stock #: TEXTILESUPD-C16

Order Today—Use Order Form on page 36

Choose From Two Options

Basic (Active Standards Only)

Basic**: Subscription: Stock #: SOURCE-C16
Basic: $9,350
Plus**: Subscription: Stock #: SOURCER-C16
Price: $11,220

INDIVIDUAL WORKSTATION WITH QUARTERLY UPDATES:

Basic**: Subscription: Stock #: SOURCEUPD-C16
Price: $10,450
Plus**: Subscription: Stock #: SOURCERUPD-C16
Price: $12,240

*Basic Subscription includes active standards only.
**Plus Subscription includes active, redlined, historical, and withdrawn standards.

LAN VERSION (single site) with QUARTERLY UPDATES:

Basic**: Subscription: Stock #: SOURCENET-C16
Price: $20,900
Plus**: Subscription: Stock #: SOURCERNET-C16
Price: $25,080

Please note: For multiple sites, contact George Zajdel at gzajdel@astm.org or (610) 832-9614.

To order: (610) 832-9585
Fax: (610) 832-9555
Website: www.astm.org
E-mail: service@astm.org
ASTM STANDARDS ONLINE

Access to What You Want, When You Want It.

Option 1

Individual Document Access

Pay As You Go >>
Download individual standards as needed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Just log on to www.astm.org and search using the Standards Search option. Includes an automatic alert service notifying you of any changes to standards you download.

Redlined, Historical, and Withdrawn Standards
In addition to active standards, you can now download redlined, historical, and withdrawn standards.

Redlined Standards are PDF documents that provide a quick and easy way to compare all of the changes between the active standard and the previous version.

Historical Standards are versions of ASTM standards that have been superseded by a more current version.

Withdrawn Standards are ASTM standards that have been discontinued by the ASTM Sponsoring Committee responsible for the standard. These are available for informational purposes only.

Choose From Active, Redlined, Historical, and Withdrawn Standards

Option 2

Individual Subscription

Pay in Advance >>
Now Available: Choose from Active, Redlined, Historical, and Withdrawn Standards
Download, view, and print your choice of ASTM’s 12,000 standards over a 12-month period.

ACTIVE STANDARDS ONLY
25-Standards—$699/yr.; Stock #: 25VC-C16
50-Standards—$1,170/yr.; Stock #: 50VC-C16
100-Standards—$1,765/yr.; Stock #: 100VC-C16

ACTIVE, REDLINED, HISTORICAL and WITHDRAWN STANDARDS
25-Standards—$839/yr.; Stock #: 25SVCK-C16
50-Standards—$1,404/yr.; Stock #: 50SVCK-C16
100-Standards—$2,118/yr.; Stock #: 100SVCK-C16

*Note: You do not need to select your standards when you order your subscription; choose as you go.

To order, visit www.astm.org/subscription.htm

Option 3

Individual Volume Access

In addition to simplifying access and speeding delivery, individual volumes of the Annual Book of ASTM Standards Online enable users to:

• Perform searches of each volume and across volumes, enabling users to quickly find the standards they need and be aware of other related or referenced standards
• Access the latest standards posted weekly to the ASTM website, eliminating the need to track and purchase standards published throughout the year after the printed and CD-ROM formats are available. See individual volumes for prices (pages 16–28).

Subscription Information >>
Subscriptions will last for 12 months after the purchase date and will include all active standards.
For an additional fee, subscriptions can also include access to Redlined, Historical, and Withdrawn standards.

Please Note: The Annual Book of ASTM Standards Online is available for one user, single PC access only.

For multi-user, site-wide access, contact George Zajdel at gzajdel@astm.org or (610) 832-9614

Option 4

Enterprise-Wide Access
Every department, division, or branch office of your organization, regardless of its location, can have access to ASTM standards right at users’ desktops.
This service gives you maximum flexibility and continuous worldwide access to the most up-to-date ASTM standards.

No Passwords or User IDs Required >>
With Enterprise-wide Service, you never need to remember a password or user ID. All you do is provide ASTM with an IP address list. You decide who should have access—from one IP address to a range of addresses or a domain name.

ASTM gives you a special URL that takes your users right to the standards. No delays. No order forms. Just fast access. Convenient annual fee depending on your estimated usage.

For more details, call George Zajdel at (610) 832-9614 or e-mail: gzajdel@astm.org

Individual Volumes of the Annual Book of ASTM Standards Online

To order: (610) 832-9585   fax: (610) 832-9555   astm website: www.astm.org   e-mail: service@astm.org
### Summary of Pricing and Availability

#### Available in Print, CD-ROM, or Online

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Print or CD</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Month Published</th>
<th>Online Basic</th>
<th>Online+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15.01</td>
<td>May 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.02</td>
<td>Nov 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.03</td>
<td>Apr 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.04</td>
<td>Nov 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.05</td>
<td>Apr 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.06</td>
<td>Nov 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.07</td>
<td>Apr 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.08</td>
<td>Nov 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.09</td>
<td>Jun 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>Jun 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.11</td>
<td>Jun 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.12</td>
<td>Jun 2023</td>
<td>$329</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td>$335</td>
<td>$391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Special Price for Section 15 (Volumes 15.01–15.12)

3,903 Standards - Print or CD: $1,836 • Online Basic: $2,203 - Online+: $2,570 (must be prepaid; price reflects discount)

### Pricing and Availability

- **Section 7—Textiles**
- **Section 8—Plastics**
- **Section 9—Rubber**
- **Section 10—Electrical Insulation and Electronics**
- **Section 11—Water and Environmental Technology**
- **Section 12—Nuclear, Solar, and Geothermal Energy**

**Online Basic**: (Activates Plus Redlines, Historicals, and Withdrawals)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Print or CD</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Month Published</th>
<th>Online Basic</th>
<th>Online+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08.01</td>
<td>Jun 2023</td>
<td>$307</td>
<td>$263</td>
<td>$307</td>
<td>$307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.02</td>
<td>Jun 2023</td>
<td>$307</td>
<td>$263</td>
<td>$307</td>
<td>$307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.03</td>
<td>Jul 2023</td>
<td>$307</td>
<td>$263</td>
<td>$307</td>
<td>$307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08.04</td>
<td>Jan 2023</td>
<td>$307</td>
<td>$263</td>
<td>$307</td>
<td>$307</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Special Price for Section 12 (Volumes 12.01–12.02)**

327 Standards - Print or CD: $354 - Online Basic: $466 - Online+: $544 (must be prepaid; price reflects discount)

**Special Price for Section 15 (Volumes 15.01–15.12)**

3,903 Standards - Print or CD: $1,836 - Online Basic: $2,203 - Online+: $2,570 (must be prepaid; price reflects discount)

**Available in Print, CD-ROM, or Online**

- **Price:** $1,836
- **Online Basic:** $2,203
- **Online+:** $2,570

**Special Price for Section 15 (Volumes 15.01–15.12)**

1,903 Standards - Print or CD: $1,836 - Online Basic: $2,203 - Online+: $2,570 (must be prepaid; price reflects discount)

**Available in Print, CD-ROM, or Online**

- **Price:** $1,836
- **Online Basic:** $2,203
- **Online+:** $2,570
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**Available in Print, CD-ROM, or Online**

- **Price:** $1,836
- **Online Basic:** $2,203
- **Online+:** $2,570
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**Available in Print, CD-ROM, or Online**

- **Price:** $1,836
- **Online Basic:** $2,203
- **Online+:** $2,570

**Special Price for Section 15 (Volumes 15.01–15.12)**

1,903 Standards - Print or CD: $1,836 - Online Basic: $2,203 - Online+: $2,570 (must be prepaid; price reflects discount)

**Available in Print, CD-ROM, or Online**

- **Price:** $1,836
- **Online Basic:** $2,203
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Section 1: Iron and Steel Products

Volume 01.01
Steel-Piping, Tubing, Fittings
976 Pages; 198 Standards; Available Jan. 2009
Print or CD: $328
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6159-7
Stock #: VX0101-C16
Online Basic: $248; Stock #: V0101-C16
Online+ $333; Stock #: CD0101-C16

Volume 01.02
Ferrous Castings, Ferroalloys
872 Pages; 198 Standards; Available Jan. 2009
Print or CD: $308
Stock #: VX0102-C16
Online Basic: $238; Stock #: V0102-C16
Online+ $327; Stock #: CD0102-C16

Volume 01.03
Steel-Plate, Sheet, Strip, Wire; Stainless Steel Bar
806 Pages; 93 Standards; Available Feb. 2009
Print or CD: $221
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6261-1
Stock #: VX0103-C16
Online Basic: $171; Stock #: V0103-C16
Online+ $261; Stock #: CD0103-C16

Volume 01.04
Steel-Structural, Reinforcing, Pressure Vessel, Railway
798 Pages; 124 Standards; Available Jan. 2009
Print or CD: $239
Stock #: VX0104-C16
Online Basic: $201; Stock #: V0104-C16
Online+ $326; Stock #: CD0104-C16

Volume 01.05
Steel-Bars, Forgings, Bearing, Chain, Tool
860 Pages; 100 Standards; Available Jan. 2009
Print or CD: $228
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6259-3
Stock #: VX0105-C16
Online Basic: $197; Stock #: V0105-C16
Online+ $312; Stock #: CD0105-C16

Volume 01.06
Coated Steel Products
876 Pages; 126 Standards; Available Feb. 2009
Print or CD: $205
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6287-7
Stock #: VX0106-C16
Online Basic: $185; Stock #: V0106-C16
Online+: $267; Stock #: CD0106-C16

Volume 01.07
Ships and Marine Technology
1,842 Pages; 599 Standards; Available Jan. 2009
Print or CD: $275
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6205-9
Stock #: VX0107-C16
Online Basic: $245; Stock #: V0107-C16
Online+ $415; Stock #: CD0107-C16

Volume 01.08
Aluminum and Magnesium Alloys
860 Pages; 100 Standards; Available Jan. 2009
Print or CD: $218
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6285-3
Stock #: VX0108-C16
Online Basic: $185; Stock #: V0108-C16
Online+ $329; Stock #: CD0108-C16

Section 2: Nonferrous Metal Products

Volume 02.01
Metals and Inorganic Coatings; Metal Powders and Metal Powder Products
976 Pages; 281 Standards; Available May 2009
Print or CD: $310
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6101-4
Stock #: VX0201-C16
Online Basic: $218; Stock #: V0201-C16
Online+ $395; Stock #: CD0201-C16

Volume 02.02
Magnesium Alloys
884 Pages; 87 Standards; Available Sept. 2009
Print or CD: $256
Stock #: VX0202-C16
Online Basic: $216; Stock #: V0202-C16
Online+ $400; Stock #: CD0202-C16

Volume 02.03
Electrical Conductors
972 Pages; 149 Standards; available may 2009
Print or CD: $274
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6297-6
Stock #: VX0203-C16
Online Basic: $246; Stock #: V0203-C16
Online+ $454; Stock #: CD0203-C16

Volume 02.04
Nonferrous Metals—Nickel, Cobalt, Lead, Tin, Zinc, Cadmium, Precious, Reactive, Refractory Metals and Alloys; Materials for Thermostats, Electrical Resistance and Resistance Connectors
1,270 Pages; 261 Standards; Available June 2009
Print or CD: $265
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6299-0
Stock #: VX0204-C16
Online Basic: $227; Stock #: V0204-C16
Online+ $437; Stock #: CD0204-C16

Volume 02.05
Aluminum; Magnesium; Copper; Copper Alloys; Stainless Steel; Nickel; Nickel Alloys; Tungsten; Tantalum; and Tungsten or Tantalum Alloys
970 Pages; 253 Standards; Available May 2009
Print or CD: $310
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6101-4
Stock #: VX0205-C16
Online Basic: $218; Stock #: V0205-C16
Online+ $395; Stock #: CD0205-C16

Special Price for Section 2
Save 25% when you buy ALL of Section 2
Special Price for Section 1
Save 25% when you buy ALL of Section 1

Available in Print, CD-ROM, or ONLINE

CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6301-0
CD Stock #: CD0103-C16
Online Basic: $726; Stock #: V0203-C16
Online+ $1,152; Stock #: CD0203-C16

Under the heading of metallic and inorganic coatings, specifications establish requirements for electroplated coatings of cadmium, zinc, and electrolytically-deposited zinc. This volume includes tests for measuring the properties of anodically-coated aluminum; determining coating thickness and corrosion; and electroforming, electrolyzing, and surface preparation. Volume 02.03 features standards for metal powders and metal powder products. It includes test methods and specifications that deal with base metal powders, cemented carbides, refractory metal powders, density, flow rate, hardness, and particulate size. This volume also features standards for powder metallurgy (P/M) and metal injection molded (MIM) structural parts.
**Section 4: Construction**

**Cement; Lime; Gypsum**

966 Pages; 170 Standards Available Oct. 2009

Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6142-4

CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6143-1

Online Basic: $212; Stock #: V0404-C16

This volume covers molecular spectroscopy procedures for obtaining and interpreting both nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and infrared (IR) absorption spectra of bulk substances or their components. It contains standards pertaining to humidity and temperature measurement procedures for determining the properties of various road and paving materials, including asphalt, cement, gravel, concrete, and other asphalt and cement-based materials. It also includes standards that define the appropriate properties of various materials for use in transportation systems.

**Concrete; Aggregates**

960 Pages; 170 Standards Available Oct. 2009

Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6131-3

CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6132-0

Online Basic: $201; Stock #: V0405-C16

This volume includes test methods, standards for Portland cement, concrete and aggregate concrete, cements, and related materials, and includes standards on mixtures, mortars, and concrete. It also includes the ASTM Manual of Aggregate and Concrete Testing.

**Roofing and Waterproothing**

870 Pages; 93 Standards Available Oct. 2009

Print or CD: $118; Stock #: Vx0403-C16

This volume covers roofing materials and procedures for testing and evaluating their properties. It includes standard procedures for testing asphalt roofing materials, such as asphalt roof coatings, single-ply membranes, underlayment, roll, sheeting, and EPDM roofing materials. Standards also cover miscellaneous bituminous felts and paints, nonpervious organic roof coverings. It includes standards for measuring the properties of mortars, grouts, and concrete. It also includes standards for measuring the properties of various materials for use in asphalt, concrete, and other paving materials. It also includes standards for measuring the properties of various materials for use in asphalt, concrete, and other paving materials.

**Chemical-Resistant Nonmetallic Materials; Vitrified Clay Pipe; Concrete Pipe; Fiber-Reinforced Cement Products; Masonry and Grouts; Masonry; Precast Concrete**

546 Pages; 75 Standards Available June 2009

Print or CD: $126; Stock #: V0407-C16

This volume includes test methods for measuring the properties of various materials, including building construction materials, masonry, and precast concrete products. It includes test methods for measuring the properties of various materials, including building construction materials, masonry, and precast concrete products.

**Thermal Insulation; Building and Environmental Acoustics**

1,128 Pages; 202 Standards; Available Nov. 2009

Print or CD: $315; Stock #: V0408-C16

This volume includes test methods for measuring the properties of various materials, including building construction materials, masonry, and precast concrete products. It includes test methods for measuring the properties of various materials, including building construction materials, masonry, and precast concrete products.
These volumes also feature standard procedures for evaluating the performance of motor, diesel, automotive spark-ignition engine fuel, ethanol, aviation fuels, solvent hexane, and naphtha. Standards cover distillate and residual fuel oil, kerosene, and illuminating oils, and set down procedures for evaluating such properties as carbon residue, viscosity, cloud point, density, flash point, and sulfur content. They also include natural and liquefied petroleum gas, light hydrocarbons, crude petroleum, wax and petroleum jelly, and hydraulic fluids.

Tests and practices for evaluating the properties of lubricants, lubricating greases, lubricating oil, used oils, cutting oils, and turbine oils also appear in these volumes.

Volume 04.13
Combustion Characteristics; Manufactured Carbon and Graphite Products; Catalysts

628 Pages; 75 Standards; available February 2009
Print or CD: $205; Stock #: Cd041309-C16
Online Basic: $43; Stock #: V0413-C16
Online+: $342; Stock #: Vx0413-C16

This volume covers tests to determine the knock or detonation characteristics of motor fuels and engines. It includes tests for ignition characteristics of diesel fuels. Some tests evaluate catalysts, and feature standard tests and practices for performance evaluation of manufactured carbon and graphite products.

Volume 05.06
Gaseous Fuels; Coal and Coke

742 Pages; 196 Standards; available September 2009
Print or CD: $210; Stock #: Cd050609-C16
Online Basic: $32; Stock #: V0506-C16
Online+: $345; Stock #: Vx0506-C16

Under the heading of gaseous fuels, this volume provides tables and practices for sampling and calculating thermal properties. In addition, several tests define means for testing and evaluating properties of gaseous fuels. Other tests and practices evaluate properties of coal and coke.

Volume 05.04
Petroleum Products and Lubricants (II): O 6730—latest

1,360 Pages; 230 Standards
Print or CD: $345; Stock #: Print 0-8031-6342-9
Online Basic: $480; Stock #: V0504-C16
Online+: $630; Stock #: Vx0504-C16

These volumes also feature standard procedures for evaluating the performance of motor, diesel, automotive spark-ignition engine fuel, ethanol, aviation fuels, solvent hexane, and naphtha. Standards cover distillate and residual fuel oil, kerosene, and illuminating oils, and set down procedures for evaluating such properties as carbon residue, viscosity, cloud point, density, flash point, and sulfur content. They also include natural and liquefied petroleum gas, light hydrocarbons, crude petroleum, wax and petroleum jelly, and hydraulic fluids.

Tests and practices for evaluating the properties of lubricants, lubricating greases, lubricating oil, used oils, cutting oils, and turbine oils also appear in these volumes.

Volume 04.12
Building Constructions (III): E 1671—Latest; Property: Utility Properties

1,734 Pages; 194 Standards Available May 2009
Print or CD: $275; Stock #: Print 0-8031-6341-1
Online Basic: $312; Stock #: V0412-C16
Online+: $375; Stock #: Vx0412-C16

These standards encompass investigations, how to measure the permeability of soils, and tests for peats, mosses, and humus.

In addition, Volume 04.09 also includes standards on surface and subsurface characterization, erosion and sediment control technology, frozen soils and ice, Criteria of geotechnical design, and information retrieval and data automation.

Volume 04.10
Wood

800 Pages; 125 Standards Available July 2009
Print or CD: $159; Stock #: Print 0-8031-6318-3
Online Basic: $195; Stock #: V0410-C16
Online+: $237; Stock #: Vx0410-C16

Test methods feature how to perform testing on wood and how to evaluate mechanical and physical properties. Other details structural grading, wood paving blocks, and modified wood.

Under the heading of wood preservatives, this volume covers chemically analyzing and preserving their efficacy.

Volume 04.11
Building Constructions (II): E 72—E 1670

375 Pages; 155 standards
Print or CD: $295; Stock #: Print 0-8031-6313-6
Online Basic: $415; Stock #: V0411-C16
Online+: $500; Stock #: Vx0411-C16

These standards encompass investigations, how to measure the permeability of soils, and tests for peats, mosses, and humus.

In addition, Volume 04.09 also includes standards on surface and subsurface characterization, erosion and sediment control technology, frozen soils and ice, Criteria of geotechnical design, and information retrieval and data automation.

Volume 04.11
Wood

800 Pages; 125 Standards Available July 2009
Print or CD: $159; Stock #: Print 0-8031-6318-3
Online Basic: $195; Stock #: V0411-C16
Online+: $237; Stock #: Vx0411-C16

Test methods feature how to perform testing on wood and how to evaluate mechanical and physical properties. Other details structural grading, wood paving blocks, and modified wood.
Volume 07.01
Textiles ([I]): D 76—D 4391
1,270 Pages; 60 Standards; Available Nov. 2009
Print or CD: $17
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6375-7
Stock #: 970709-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6374-0
Stock #: CD0709-C16
Online Basic: $130; Stock #: V0701-C16
Online: $250; Stock #: V0701-C16
Volume 07.02
Textiles ([II]): D 4393—Latest
1,289 Pages; 60 Standards; Available Nov. 2009
Print or CD: $127
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6375-7
Stock #: 970709-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6374-0
Stock #: CD0709-C16
Online Basic: $137; Stock #: V0702-C16
Online: $250; Stock #: V0701-C16
Volume 08.01
Plastics ([I]): D 256—D 3159
930 Pages; 137 Standards; Available June 2009
Print or CD: $129
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6373-3
Stock #: 980801-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6372-6
Stock #: CD0801-C16
Online Basic: $107; Stock #: V0809-C16
Online: $300; Stock #: V0801-C16
Volume 08.02
Plastics ([II]): D 3220—D 5083
912 Pages; 123 Standards; Available June 2009
Print or CD: $121
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6368-1
Stock #: 980802-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6367-4
Stock #: CD0802-C16
Online Basic: $117; Stock #: V0808-C16
Online: $300; Stock #: V0801-C16
Volume 08.03
Plastics ([III]): D 5177—Latest
990 Pages; 153 Standards; Available July 2009
Print or CD: $121
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6384-7
Stock #: 980803-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6383-0
Stock #: CD0803-C16
Online Basic: $114; Stock #: V0809-C16
Online: $300; Stock #: V0801-C16
These 3 volumes feature over 429 plastics-related standards, including test methods that establish standard procedures for assessing physical, mechanical, optical, permanence, and thermal properties. These volumes include specifications that establish standard property requirements for thermoplastic, thermosetting, and reinforced thermoplastic materials. Others cover film, sheeting, and cellular plastics. They also cover environmentally degradable plastics, compostable plastics, biobased products, plastic building products, recycled plastics, and plastic laminar. Volume 08.04
Plastic Pipe and Building Products
1,356 Pages; 258 Standards; Available Jan. 2009
Print or CD: $169
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6360-0
Stock #: 980804-C16
Stock #: CD0804-C16
Online Basic: $118; Stock #: V0808-C16
Online: $300; Stock #: V0801-C16
Half of the standards in this volume are specifications that establish standard property requirements for plastic pipe, tubing, and fittings, including ABS, CPVC, P, PVC, polyethylene, reinforced thermosetting, and styrene rubber. Also includes standards for joints, seals, solvent cement, installation procedures, and PVC windows.
Volume 09.01
Rubber, Natural and Synthetic—
General Test Methods; Carbon Black
1,346 Pages; 201 Standards; Available July 2009
Print or CD: $155
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6361-3
Stock #: 980901-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6360-6
Stock #: CD0901-C16
Online: $117; Stock #: V0901-C16
Volume 09.02
Rubber Products, Industrial—
Specifications and Related Test Methods; Gaskets; Tires
698 Pages; 134 Standards; Available Aug. 2009
Print or CD: $153
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6381-7
Stock #: 980902-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6380-0
Stock #: CD0902-C16
Online: $119; Stock #: V0902-C16
Online: $121; Stock #: V0905-C16
Volume 09.01 contains tests and practices for evaluating rubber, rubber-like materials, and carbon black. Some general tests and practice standard procedures for performing chemical analysis, assessing processibility, physical properties, aging and weathering effects, low temperature effects, and adhesion. Others evaluate compounding materials, carbon black, and synthetic rubbers, such as CR, IR, IIR, NBR, IR, and SBR. This volume also details standards on natural rubber; thermoplastic elastomers; and thermoplastic. Volume 09.02 features specifications, tests, and practices for evaluating rubber surgical and orthopedic materials, thermoplastic rubbers, and polyurethane. Specifications are included for materials, performance and property requirements; durability; general material properties; extrusion; and injection molding.
Volume 09.03
Chemical, Physical, Optical, Permanence, and Weathering Effects
346 Pages; 18 Standards; Available June 2009
Print or CD: $129
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6386-7
Stock #: 980903-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6385-0
Stock #: CD0903-C16
Online: $117; Stock #: V0903-C16
Volume 09.03 provides guides, specifications, and test methods for evaluation of rubber, rubber-like materials, and carbon black. Some general tests and practice standard procedures for performing chemical analysis, assessing processibility, physical properties, aging and weathering effects, low temperature effects, and adhesion. Others evaluate compounding materials, carbon black, and synthetic rubbers, such as CR, IR, IIR, NBR, IR, and SBR. This volume also details standards on natural rubber; thermoplastic elastomers; and thermoplastic thermosets.
Volume 09.04
Microelectronic Packaging
334 Pages; 56 Standards; Available March 2009
Print or CD: $188
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6388-4
Stock #: 980904-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6387-7
Stock #: CD0904-C16
Online: $123; Stock #: V0904-C16
Online: $128; Stock #: V0904-C16
Online: $121; Stock #: V0905-C16
Volume 09.03 includes standards for packaging and embedding compounds and more. This volume also includes the latest standards relating to degradable substances in materials.
Volume 10.01
Electrical Insulation (I):
D 69—D 2484
614 Pages; 86 Standards Available May 2009
Print or CD: $173
Stock #: 981001-C16
Stock #: CD1001-C16
Online Basic: $136; Stock #: V1002-C16
Online: $338; Stock #: V1001-C16
Volume 10.02
Electrical Insulation (II):
D 2531—Latest
684 Pages; 95 Standards Available May 2009
Print or CD: $156
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6359-3
Stock #: 981002-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6358-6
Stock #: CD1002-C16
Online Basic: $136; Stock #: V1002-C16
Online: $338; Stock #: V1001-C16
Volume 10.01 provides guides, specifications, and test methods for electrical insulating liquids and gases, and as well as chemical, physical, analytical, and electrical properties. This volume also includes specifications and tests on polymeric materials used to protect workers from electrical hazards.
Volume 10.03
Electrical Insulating Liquids and Gases; Electric
Protective Equipment
652 Pages; 103 Standards Available May 2009
Print or CD: $156
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6359-3
Stock #: 981003-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6358-6
Stock #: CD1003-C16
Online Basic: $132; Stock #: V1003-C16
Online: $338; Stock #: V1001-C16
Volume 10.03 provides guides, specifications, and test methods for electrical insulating liquids and gases, and as well as chemical, physical, analytical, and electrical properties. This volume also includes specifications and tests on polymeric materials used to protect workers from electrical hazards.
Volume 10.04
Electronics; Declarable Substances in Materials
684 Pages; 120 Standards Available April 2009
Print or CD: $157
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6401-7
Stock #: 981004-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6402-4
Stock #: CD1004-C16
Online Basic: $150; Stock #: V1004-C16
Online: $350; Stock #: V1001-C16
Volume 10.04 covers standards on electronics, including:
• Innerlayer interconnections and bonding
• Materials and processes for vacuum tubes
• Electronic device characterization
• Hermetic seals
• Hybrid circuits and substrates
• Microelectronic packaging
• Leaking test
• And more
This volume also includes the latest standards relating to degradable substances in materials.
Section 11: Water and Environmental Technology

Volume 11.01 Water (I) 1,32 Pages; 122 Standards; Available April 2009 Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6402-5; Stock #: V1101-C16 CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6401-8; Stock #: CD1101-C16 Online Basic: $115; Stock #: V1101-C16 Online: $145; Stock #: V1101-C16

Volume 11.02 Water (II) 1,418 Pages; 168 Standards; Available May 2009 Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6404-9; Stock #: V1102-C16 CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6403-2; Stock #: CD1102-C16 Online Basic: $115; Stock #: V1102-C16 Online: $145; Stock #: V1102-C16


Volume 11.05 Pesticides; Environmental Assessment; Hazardous Substances and Oil Spill Response 249 Pages; 180 Standards; Available Aug. 2009 Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6412-4; Stock #: V1105-C16 CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6411-7; Stock #: CD1105-C16 Online Basic: $161; Stock #: V1105-C16 Online: $191; Stock #: V1105-C16


Volume 11.09 Nuclear Energy 1,386 Pages; 171 Standards; Available Aug. 2009 Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6422-7; Stock #: V1109-C16 CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6421-0; Stock #: CD1109-C16 Online Basic: $197; Stock #: V1109-C16 Online: $227; Stock #: V1109-C16

Section 12: Nuclear, Solar, and Geothermal Energy


Section 13: Medical Devices and Services

Volume 13.01 Medical and Surgical Materials and Devices; Anesthetic and Respiratory Equipment; Manufacture of Pharmaceutical Products 1,746 Pages; 283 Standards; Available Sept. 2009 Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6427-5; Stock #: V1301-C16 CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6426-8; Stock #: CD1301-C16 Online Basic: $155; Stock #: V1301-C16 Online: $185; Stock #: V1301-C16

Volume 13.02 Emergency Medical Services; Search and Rescue 364 Pages; 82 Standards; Available Sept. 2009 Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6424-1; Stock #: V1302-C16 CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6423-4; Stock #: CD1302-C16 Online Basic: $155; Stock #: V1302-C16 Online: $185; Stock #: V1302-C16

Volume 13.03 Emergency Medical Services—covers emergency medical dispatch, ambulances, fixed wing basic and specialized units, and basic training for emergency medical technicians

Section 14: General Methods and Instrumentation


Volume 14.01 includes specifications and guides that address the Continuity of Care Record (CCR), transcription, documentation, transfer, and management, regulatory, and privacy and health information and the content of electronic health records. Other standards cover controlled health vocabularies for healthcare informatics and eXtensible Markup Language (XML) Document Type Definitions (DTD).
Section 14: General Products, Chemical Specialties, and End Use Products

Volume 14.02
General Test Methods; Forensic Psychophysiology; Forensic Sciences; Terminology; Conformity Assessment; Statistical Methods; Nanotechnology
1,344 Pages; 290 Standards; Available July 2009
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6435-2; Stock #: V1402-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6436-9; Stock #: Cd140209-C16
Online Basic: $792; Stock #: Y344-C16; Online+ $940; Stock #: VX1402-C16

Over 130 standards cover:
Forensic Psychophysiology—guides and practices address polygraph training and recommended practices for the design, conduct, and interpretation of psychophysiological detection of deception examinations.
Forensic Sciences—the majority of standards in this section deal with criminalistics, including forensic analysis, examination of physical evidence, documenting, labeling, storing, and retrieving evidence.
Conformity Assessment—criteria for the evaluation of testing laboratories and proficiency testing by interlaboratory comparisons.

Hazard Potential of Chemicals—covers flash point, thermal stability and instability, explosibility, and autogestion temperatures of chemicals.
Particle and Spray Characterization—standards cover sifting and nonsieving methods and screening media.
Quality and Statistics—practices and guides evaluate statistical methods, sampling and data analysis, and quality statements.
Thermal Measurements—practices and tests methods cover thermal analysis and thermophysical properties.
Non sterilizing standards cover terminology, environmental and occupational health and safety, international law and intellectual property, risk management, and product stewardship.

Volume 14.03
Temperature Measurement
728 Pages; 42 Standards; Available July 2009
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6437-6; Stock #: V1403-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6438-3; Stock #: Cd140309-C16
Online Basic: $151; Stock #: Y376-C16; Online+ $187; Stock #: VX1403-C16

Specifications, guides, and methods cover liquid-in-glass, thermometers and hydrometers, thermocouples, thermoelectric thermometer, radiation thermometer, and resistive thermometers.

Volume 14.04
Laboratory Apparatus; Degradation of Materials; Sí; Oxygen Fire Safety
930 Pages; 132 Standards; Available July 2009
Print ISBN: 978-0-8031-6439-0; Stock #: V1404-C16
CD ISBN: 978-0-8031-6440-6; Stock #: Cd140409-C16
Online Basic: $128; Stock #: Y340-C16; Online+ $151; Stock #: VX1404-C16

Standards cover:
Laboratory—includes specifications for sampling and testing of laboratory glassware, calibration of laboratory apparatus, weighing devices, and much more.
Degradation of Materials—provides standards that evaluate outdoor and laboratory accelerated weathering tests. Topics cover biological deterioration, joint weathering projects, natural and environmental exposure tests, and service life predictions.
Oxygen Fire Safety—provides standards for controlling hazards and risks in oxygen systems.
15.10 Packaging; Flexible Barrier Packaging

This section includes test methods and practices related to packaging. It covers topics such as packaging materials, performance testing, and packaging systems. It is a comprehensive resource for anyone involved in the packaging industry, including manufacturers, distributors, and retailers. It provides detailed information on packaging materials, testing methods, and performance requirements to ensure that packaging meets the needs of consumers and regulations. With over 12,000 standards available, it is an essential resource for anyone in the packaging industry.
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